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Named as one of the Top 500 Fastest Growing Enterprises in Vietnam (FAST500) by 
the Vietnam Report JSC, this Vietnamese bank is one of the strongest supporters of 
digital banking and is committed to modern, borderless banking in Vietnam. 

“Digitalization is happening at lightning speed, especially in the banking industry,” 
says the bank’s Director of IT and Strategic Infrastructure. “It is therefore critical 
that we digitally transform our operations to compete in a rapidly changing world 
and to better meet the growing needs of our tech-savvy customers.”

At the same time the bank was accelerating its digital transformation strategy, 
it also needed to provide a safe and secure transition to remote work for its 
employees. Security was a high priority on both fronts.

The IT and Strategic Infrastructure Director of the Vietnamese bank explains, “As we 
embark on our digital transformation journey, ensuring network security is of utmost 
importance. We need to do everything in our power to ensure that our systems are 
safe, our customer data is protected at each and every touchpoint, and cyberthreats 
are mitigated swiftly and effectively. Only then can we deliver outstanding financial 
products to our customers and drive improved business outcomes.”

Advanced Security for Vietnam’s Digitalization Pioneer

From the very beginning, the bank’s rapid digital transformation journey has 
revolved around developing top-notch products, delivering a seamless and 
secure customer experience, and differentiating itself through its service quality. 
Over the years, the Vietnamese bank has prioritized the adoption of market-
leading security solutions, in line with a carefully considered security framework 
and roadmap. 

Like other financial services institutions operating in a demanding environment, 
the Vietnamese bank regularly faces cyberattacks, including ransomware 
and unknown malware, along with and vulnerability and distributed denial-of-
service (DDoS) attacks. The bank was using a mix of security tools from leading 
providers, but it wanted to replace its core security infrastructure with a state-of-
the-art solution that would enable it to effectively respond to cyberthreats in a 
timely manner. 

“Our main objectives for 
cybersecurity solutions 
include effective protection 
against cyberattacks, ease of 
use, and operational resiliency. 
Fortinet has exceeded our 
expectations on all fronts.”

Director of IT and Strategic 
Infrastructure, Vietnamese Bank

Vietnamese Bank Drives Growth 
and Service Excellence with 
Industry-Leading Cybersecurity 
Solutions from Fortinet

Details

Customer: Vietnamese Bank
Industry: Financial Services
Location: Vietnam

Business Impact

	n Secured 24x7 connectivity for a 
few thousand users

	n Simple administration and ease 
of use

	n 30% CapEx savings on 
cybersecurity investments

	n Maximum protection against 
cyberattacks
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The bank evaluated a wide range of solutions before selecting Fortinet. “Fortinet’s 
solutions were the best fit for us in terms of cost, technology, and operations,” 
comments the bank’s IT and Strategic Infrastructure Director.

This Vietnamese bank deployed FortiGate Next-Generation Firewalls (NGFWs) to 
provide a demilitarized zone (DMZ) perimeter, a partner firewall, and core firewall 
functionality. It also deployed the FortiMail email gateway. “Security is our primary 
concern,” says the Director of IT and Strategic Infrastructure. “Having a partner 
like Fortinet that shares this view and offers innovative solutions is very important. 
Fortinet has been consistently named as a leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant 
for firewalls, and its solutions come with a wide array of integrated security 
features. This really gives us peace of mind.”

An Integrated, Easy-to-Manage Platform

The bank’s deployment of the Fortinet solutions also entailed integrating them with 
tools from other leading providers. Thanks to the Fortinet solutions’ simple and user-
friendly interfaces, the implementation was a breeze. The bank’s in-house team 
took only three months to complete the installation and begin operating the Fortinet 
Security Fabric without any additional training or external consultants.

FortiManager and FortiAnalyzer enable the bank’s five-member IT team to 
centrally manage their FortiGate NGFWs “Our team can easily and effortlessly 
manage the FortiGate NGFWs while still getting timely access to relevant 
cybersecurity reports on attacks, viruses, malware, and user behaviors. The 
Fortinet solutions’ user-friendly interfaces and ease of reporting free up IT 
resources to do other things, such as focusing on our digital transformation 
journey,” says the bank’s Director of IT and Strategic Infrastructure.

He goes on to explain, “Our main objectives for cybersecurity solutions include effective protection against cyberattacks, 
ease of use, and operational resiliency. Fortinet has exceeded our expectations on all fronts. A secure IT environment, where 
everything can be connected securely, is important, as it serves as the foundation. Only then can we achieve more, such as 
offering our users more choices and flexibility.”

Empowering an Increasingly Remote Workforce

As a fast-growing bank in Vietnam, the bank boasts a dynamic workforce of a few thousand employees. The IT team must 
also protect employees—both remote and on-premises—amid growing concerns over cybersecurity. “One of our top IT 
challenges is to enable secure, anytime, anywhere connectivity for a large number of users while preventing malicious 
code from getting into the bank’s systems and exposing sensitive internal and external data,” explains the IT and Strategic 
Infrastructure Director of the Vietnamese bank. 

The FortiGate NGFWs help the IT group achieve this daunting mission. Every day, remote team members log into the corporate 
network by connecting to a FortiGate NGFW via a virtual private network (VPN) using a third-party token. “With Fortinet, our 
bank is able to support a growing mobile workforce while maintaining culture, flexibility, and productivity,” he adds.

The Best of Both Worlds: Performance and Cost-Efficiency

During the vendor evaluation process, the bank’s IT team explored various proposals from different market-leading vendors. 
Fortinet came out as the ideal choice because it was one of a few providers that offered a high-performing end-to-end 
solution at an attractive price. 

Vietnamese Bank Drives Growth and Service Excellence with Industry-Leading Cybersecurity Solutions from Fortinet

“With Fortinet, we were 
able to achieve 30% CapEx 
savings on cybersecurity 
investments against 
comparable solutions, a 
notable figure as we strived 
to achieve agility and 
cost-efficiency in our IT 
operations.”

Director of IT and Strategic 
Infrastructure, Vietnamese Bank

Solutions

	n FortiGate Next-Generation 
Firewall

	n FortiMail 

	n FortiManager 

	n FortiAnalyzer 
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“It was a no-brainer decision,” explains the director of the bank’s IT and Strategic Infrastructure division. “With Fortinet, we 
were able to achieve 30% CapEx savings on cybersecurity investments against comparable solutions, a notable figure as we 
strived to achieve agility and cost-efficiency in our IT operations.” 

Now, the bank is considering deploying Fortinet Secure SD-WAN (software-defined wide area networking), which the director 
expects will “radically reduce our leased-MPLS [multi-protocol label switching] line expenses.” 

Cost savings is not the only benefit of the move to the Fortinet Security Fabric. Banks are a favorite target for cyberattacks 
because—as the saying goes—that is where the money is.  Maintaining effective network security in this demanding 
environment is critical.

“With Fortinet, we were able to minimize popular cyberthreats such as viruses, malware, and botnets. More importantly, 
Fortinet helped us optimize our enterprise IT environment with a full package of integrated security features that are user-
friendly and, at the same time, simple to operate and maintain.

“We trust both the quality and value of Fortinet’s solutions,” concludes the Vietnamese bank’s Director of IT and Strategic 
Infrastructure.

Powering Digital Transformation Pioneers

The Vietnamese bank looks forward to continuing to partner with Fortinet to provide secure connections for the bank’s users 
and customers. The IT and Strategic Infrastructure Director explains: “The success of this implementation has boosted our 
confidence and given us even more reasons to entrust Fortinet in our future plans. We are looking to expand the size and 
scope of Fortinet solutions being deployed at the bank, such as Fortinet Secure SD-WAN solutions. Ultimately, we want to 
optimize and simplify our security environment, in order to provide increasingly value-added services.”

The bank’s IT and Strategic Infrastructure Director and his team believe that secure connectivity empowers users, allowing 
them to unleash their potential to accomplish amazing things. This dedication drives the team to become pioneers in digital 
transformation in the country.


